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SELF-EVALUATION OUESTIONNAIRE

Name

Dale

CTTRISTIAN FI,]NDAMENiAIS

qch qu€t_tion by circling. the most appropriate answer. .Don't be tempted to
ut yourself. in a more positivd light, or.to'siy wbat,you think people.want.'to hearof.the options are quite right, choose the one that is closest, ind put a question
to it., ,..

L

I

am (not sure, fairly sure, positive) that

if I

were to die tojay,

I would immediately go ro heaven.

Z,

I

3.

I have a (minimal, average, thorough) knowledge about the many important changes that occurred in
after I asked Christ into my life.

! am (not sure, fairly sure, positive) that, before
sinner headed for hell.
me

4'
5'

I

met

iniist

and-invited Him into rny life,
. . . ..:

i

*as

a

have a (minimal, average, thorough) unde.rstanding pf how to be filled with the Holy Spirit.

I have a (minimal, averag,e, thorough) knowledge of the tension that exists between my new nature
and my old narure and why I still struggle with temptation even though I am a "new creatiof'.

6'

I have a (minimal, average, thorough) knowledge about the activities
me grow spiritually in a balanced, steady fashion.

I can undertake that will

help

7.

I have a (minimal, avgrage, thorough) understanding of why it is important for me ro be involved
actively in fellowship with other Chrisrians.

&
I attend HC (never, rarely, sometimes, frequently)
9. I read the Bible (never, rarely, sometimes, frequently)
10. I (don't understand, have some idea, know very well) what people mean when they call the Bible the

"Word of God".

11

I know that prayer is simply talking to God, and I don't

disagree)

have any real difficulty doing it (agree,

Right now, I could do a (poor, fair, good, great) job of telling another
!^
Christian if the opportunity presented
itself.

person how to become a

13. .I feel (petrified, hesitant, willing, strongly motivated) about relling others how they might come to a
saving knowledge of Christ.

74. . I am (not sure, fairly sure, positive) that adversity is a normal part of thc Christian life. When I
experience trials, I (never, rarely, sometimes, frequently) get mad at G;d and (never, rarely, sometimes,
frequently) go to Him for help.
15. I know that Satan is real (yes, no) and that he seeks my downfall (yes, no) and
extensive) knowledge about how to resist him.

I

have (no, some, very

16

.I have a workable Program in-ptace that helps me set and reach personal goals successfully while
managing my day-today activities effectively (agree, disagree, "sort of,)
17.
. .I see myself as having the potential of being (minimally, somewhat, very, extremely) motivated to be
active in pursuing my spiritual development and my relationship with God.

